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Introduction



1.1



Overview



ARM is a family of RISC processors, which are specifically developped for the embedded market. ARM nowadays stands for Advanced RISC Machines, but, as a property of Acorn company, it previously meant Acorn RISC Machine. It is based on a 32-bit architecture, and posseses many special features for emebedded systems (power saving, low power consumption, ...), especially in mobile telecommunications and electronics. In the current market situation, ARM processors represent about 75% of the whole used processors. The company itself does not manufacture processors, but sell licenses to producing companies, with their own variantes and versions of the product. Further development include different licenses such as X-Scale (Marvell, Intel), StrongARM (DEC) and OMAP (Texas Instruments), each with special features and improvements.



Figure 1.1: Different ARM processors
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1.2



Development



The inital design of the ARM processor began in 1983, at the time being development project at Acorn Computers Ltd. First prototypes of ARM1 were finalized by 1985, and the first production began with ARM2 in 1986. It included 32-bit data bus and address space, 16 32bit registers, without cache, and was the simplest availabe processor at that time (thanks to it’s only 30 000 transistors, absence of microcode). This characteristic made it suitable for low-power usage. The following ARM3 included a 4kB cacche, and few other improvements. At the end of the 80’s, Apple shared the work with Acorn Computers to enhance new versions of the processor’s core. At that time, a new company was founded, called Advanced RISC Machines for ARM, replacing the previous acronym. This cooperation was successful, and released the ARM6 in 1991, base of different Acorn and Apple systems of that time (PDA, PC, ...). The general concept of the processor was the same, rather optional designs were fitted to the core, in order to customize it for different applications, and make it a low-cost component. With the ARM7 generation, the license selling concept of IP (Intellectual Property) started to spread widely, and millions of controllers were equipped with this processor. Introduction of a 3-stage pipeline and 8kB cache were the major upgrades made to the core. Following versions and variations (up to ARM11, Cortex, XScale, StrongARM, ...) have grown in frequency (now around 600 Mhz), include a superpipeline, and many optional additions (on-board DSP, Java enhancement, ...). Advanced RISC Machines became ARM Ltd when it was introduced on the London Stock Exchange and NASDAQ in 1998. Today, ARM realizes about 3 billion processor shipment every year, which are omnipresent in the digital market, from small electronics to embedded systems in automative and aeronautic industry.
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Design



2.1



Architecture



The serie of ARM processors was originally designed from the Acorn MOS Technology Acorn 6502 (itself being derived from the famous Motorola 6800). This 8-bit microprocessor is built in MOS technology, and was released in 1975. At the time, it was the cheapest available processor on the market, a very competitive product to the main semi-conductor producers at the time, while its computing potential was even better. It is actually still used for the construction of embedded systems. The address bus is 16-bit wide, very few registers, a wired internal logic, and a pipeline, while concurrent processor were using microcodes. This simple conception was an inspiration for future RISC processors of the company. The range of ARM cores are based on this architecture, with the following principles: − Load/store architecture: one operation is performed at a time either on registers or memory, with instructions immediate and/or or memory to/from. − Unsupported misaligned memory accesses. − Orthogonal Instruction Set: any instruction can use data of any type via the addressing mode. − A huge register range with 16 x 32-bit registers. − Single cycle execution (on most instructions). − Pipelined and super-pipelined evolutions. − Branch condition prediction. Additionnaly, the design uses a condition code for every instruction (on 4-bit), which is proper to ARM technology. The ARM core has some features which are not common on RISC processors, such as a PC-relative addressing, and pre- and post-increment addressing modes.
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An example of code (source Wikipedia) can illustrate the differences compared to standard programming languages. In the C programming language, we have the following loop: int gcd (int i, int j) { while (i != j) { if (i > j) i -= j; else j -= i; } return i; } In ARM assembly, the same loop is written: loop CMP Ri, Rj



SUBGT Ri, Ri, Rj SUBLT Rj, Rj, Ri BNE loop



; ; ; ; ; ;



set condition ”NE” if (i != j) ”GT” if (i > j) or ”LT” if (i < j) if ”GT”, i = i-j; if ”LT”, j = j-i; if ”NE”, then loop



The results is more compact and has higher density. Therefore, less memory accesses leads to better pipeline effiency, and overall improved computing potential.



2.2



Instruction set



Different additions have been added to the original instruction set of the core, which brings higher possibilities in embedded world for example. These features were added through the evolution of the ARM serie. They include the following implementations: − Thumb: this is a mode in which the compiled code is improved, to make it denser, by executing 16-bit instructions. Processors with Thumb instruction decoder are ranging from the ARM7TDMI (all ARM9 and newer families have this improvement implemented).
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− DSP Enhancement Instructions: in order to improve the ARM architecture in the digital signal processing field, new instructions were added to the set. These are common instructions in digital signal processors world. − Jazelle: this new technical addition allows ARM processors to execute Java programs (in hardware processing). As a property of the SUN corporation, the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) can be run mostly in hardware mode, with only little software support and additions. This brings high-speed computation and treatment, making it very popular for mobile phones to increase the execution speed extensions and applications. − Thumb-2: Thumb-2 is an upgrade of the Thumb mode, extending the 16bit instruction set of Thumb with additional 32-bit instructions. This allows the same density improvements as the Thumb, but useful for 32-bit programming. All series from ARMv7 chips support the Thumb-2 instruction set. Specific cores such as the Cortex-M3, support only the Thumb-2 instruction set. Additional chips as ARM11 support both ”ARM instruction set mode” and ”Thumb-2 instruction set mode”. − Advanced SIMD extension: this upgrade, widely spread in computer world, combines 64/128 bit SIMD instruction set (Single Instruction - Multiple Data). This greatly enhances media and signal processing applications, as MP3 audio decoding, GSM AMR speech codec (Adaptive Multi-Rate) and further multi-media applications. − VFP technology: this improvement adds a coprocessor extension to the ARM architecture. It provides single-precision and double-precision floatingpoint computation. It also provides floating-point computation, useful for applications such as engineering of PDA, smartphone, voice processing, 3D graphics and digital audio, printers, set-top boxes (digital TV), and automotive computer. − Security Extensions: This extension sets an additional dedicated security core, with two virtual processors backed-up by hardware control. This enables the application core to switch between two states (called world), so that informations can be prevented from leaking between the more trusted world to the less trusted world.
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The following scheme summarizes the general architecture of ARM Cortex M3 processors, as an example.
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3



Applications



3.1



Evolution



The ARM series has a really wide variety of processors, and therefore specific targeted applications. Some manufacturers, buying licenses, have their own serie of cores, which differences can be summarized. − StrongARM family is faster than the standard ARM processors, with a slightly different instruction set. The clock frequency is set at 206MHz, and they have separate caches for data and instructions. It therefore has some compatibility problems with older versions of ARM family, and therefore the software part has to be consequently modified. The StrongARM comes with a slow memory, a 32 way set associative cache (based on virtual addressing), and a write buffer to write to in the main memory without the CPU stalling (in the pipeline), therefore increasing the overall efficiency. This processor was manufactured in small quantities by DEC, but never put into production by Intel, and was replaced by the XScale. − The XScale is a property of Marvell (which succeeded to Intel StrongARM) implementation of the 5th generation of ARM, and consists of several distinct families. Its architecture is based on the ARMv5TE without floating point instructions, and it uses a seven-stage integer and an eight-stage memory superpipelined RISC architecture. All processors form the XScale line are 32-bit ARMv5TE processors, and manufactured in 0.18µm. They include 32kB data cache, and 32kB instruction cache. − Texas Instruments OMAP (Open Multimedia Application Platform) is a proprietary processor for multimedia applications. Some models of the OMAP family contain a dual-core architecture, with a general-purpose host ARM processor and one or more DSP. The digital signals processor featured is commonly one or another variant of the Texas Instruments TMS320 series DSP, really famous and widely used in digital world.



3.2



Market



The ARM family of processors has become a standard in embedded systems design, and are widely spread in digital systems.
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As common examples, there are many different devices using modern ARM production: − XScale microprocessors can be found in products such as handhels, like the BlackBerry RIM, Dell Axim Pocket PCs, most of the Zire, Treo and Tungsten models of Palm, last versions of Sharp Zaurus, and many other PDAs. Mobile phone manufacturers such as Nokia and Apple (with the iPhone and iPod) also use these processors, as well as portable multimedia players from Creative,... Some specialized desktop computers or workstation, usually operating with Linux, are built as well from the XScale. Even in professional world, XScale IOP33x Storage I/O processors are used in Intel Xeon server platforms. − Very high computing power requirements, as in graphics acceleration, is the favored field for OMAP family of processors. As well, GSM/GPRS digital baseband and stacked EDGE co-processor are designed around Texas Instruments line, specialized in signal processing.
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Conclusion



In this presentation of the ARM processors characteristics, the basic evolution and architecture of modern cores were reviewed and summarized. The ARM family is the most widely used range of processors in digital sytems. It is a central part in many consumer products as well as a number of professional systems. Its specialized, high computing efficiency in signal processing operations make it very useful in telecommunication, automative and embedded industry. The marketing system of licenses, which are sold to different manufacturer regarding their own customized specifications, is another specificity of the ARM architecture. Therefore, many new implementations are added and proposed in the time, making ARM products very adaptive, and answering all the different requirements in digital technology. As a result, ARM is a leader in processor manufacturing, and will remain one of the most important actors in digital world with further planned evolutions.
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